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  1. What are dried plums called?

Parum

Prunes

Khejur

2. What is the Latin name of plum fruits?

Plarum

Plom

Prūnum

3. In 18th century, the word plum used to refer:

A something desirable

A little fruit

A sweet food

4. What is the usual height of plum trees?

8-10 meters

5-6 meters

4-5 meters

5. What can plum be fermented into?

A plum soup

A plum powder
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A plum wine

6. What is dried and salted plums snack known as?

Falao

Maladit

Saladito

7. What is the local name of damson plum in Hungary?

Szilva

Klusa

Khrais

8. Which plum is the most famous worldwide?

African yellow plum

Indian black plum

Hexaploid European plum

9. Which kind of plum is popular in Thailand?

Black plum

Marian plums

Goul plum

10. What is the percentage of water in raw plum?

97%

77%

80%
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Right answers

  1. What are dried plums called?
  Prunes
  2. What is the Latin name of plum fruits?
  Prūnum
  3. In 18th century, the word plum used to refer:
  A something desirable
  4. What is the usual height of plum trees?
  5-6 meters
  5. What can plum be fermented into?
  A plum wine
  6. What is dried and salted plums snack known as?
  Saladito
  7. What is the local name of damson plum in Hungary?
  Szilva
  8. Which plum is the most famous worldwide?
  Hexaploid European plum
  9. Which kind of plum is popular in Thailand?
  Marian plums
  10. What is the percentage of water in raw plum?
  97%
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